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Pop Quiz

• Put away devices

• Use a blank sheet of paper

• At the top, write your name and your TA’s name 
(Dana Grabelsky, Sydney Harvey, Richard Roth). 



Pop Quiz
1. What is the simulation hypothesis?

2. What is skepticism?

3. What does “cogito ergo sum” mean?

4. Name one argument for the existence of God 
_______________________________ 
[optional questions]

5. What’s one thing you like about this class?

6. What’s one thing you would change about this class?



Previously

• Knowledge and skepticism

• Arguments for the existence of god.



Today

• Metaphysics: the nature of reality

• It-from-bit: The universe is made of 
information.



Metaphysics

• Metaphysics = the study of the nature of 
reality. 

• Especially: the fundamental nature of reality.

• What is the world made of?



Thales: Water

• Thales (600BC):  The world is made of 
water











Heraclitus: Fire

• Heraclitus (500 BC): the world is made of 
fire.





Empedocles

• Empedocles (450 BC): There are four basic 
elements of reality: earth, air, fire, and water.





Pythagoras: Numbers

• Pythagoras (550 BC): All is number







Democritus: Atomism

• Democritus (400 BC): Everything is made 
of atoms.

• Atomism: The basic elements are atoms, 
which are physically indivisible.





Materialism

• Hobbes (1640) and many others: 
Materialism

• The world is made of matter.

• Physicalism: physics describes what is 
fundamental to reality.  Everything else is 
derivative.





Berkeley: Idealism

• Berkeley (1700AD): Everything is mind.

• Idealism: everything is ideas.

• The world is fundamentally mental.







Descartes’ Dualism

• Descartes: There are two fundamental 
components to reality: matter and mind.

• This is dualism.





Three Metaphysical 
Views

• Materialism: everything is matter

• Idealism: everything is mind

• Dualism: everything is matter or mind



Metaphysics of 
Simulation

• Question: if the simulation hypothesis is 
correct (we’re living in a computer 
simulation), what is the correct 
metaphysical view of our reality?  



It-From-Bit Hypothesis

• It-From-Bit Hypothesis: The world is made 
from information. 



It-From-Bit Hypothesis

• It-From-Bit Hypothesis: The world is made 
from information.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5T6VKwaR_vc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5T6VKwaR_vc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5T6VKwaR_vc


Wheeler on It-From-Bit

• "Every physical quantity, every it, derives its 
ultimate significance from bits, binary yes-
or-no indications, a conclusion which we 
epitomize in the phrase, it from bit.” 
                             —John Wheeler, 1989



Varieties of Information

• Structural information: Bits, e.g. 011100110 
encoded in a computer. 

• Semantic information: Facts, e.g. Trump is the 
45th US president

• Symbolic information: Bits encoding facts: 
e.g. 1011100010011 representing Trump is 
the 45th US president.





Structural Information

• What matters for the it-from-bit 
hypothesis is structural information.

• The idea is that patterns of bits underlie 
physics.



Computation Under 
Physics

• Physical processes are made up of 
underlying computational processes.

• Underneath biology is chemistry

• Underneath chemistry is physics.

• Underneath physics is computation.



https://bitstorm.org/gameoflife/
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Atoms 



It-From-Bit in Science

• The it-from-bit hypothesis is taken 
seriously by some scientists.

• E.g. Stephen Wolfram, A New Kind of 
Science

• Some think there is physical evidence for 
the hypothesis (but this is controversial).



Pure It-From-Bit

• Pure It-From-Bit: The world is fundamentally 
made of bits.

• Strong version of it-from-bit hypothesis

• The ultimate level of reality is 
information, or computation.





It-From-Bit-From-It

• The It-From-Bit-From-It Hypothesis.

• Weak version of it-from-bit hypothesis

• Computation underlies physics, and 
something else underlies the 
computation.

• Atoms made from bits made from 
something deeper still.





It-From-Bit

• My view: The Simulation Hypothesis and the 
It-From-Bit Hypothesis are closely related.

• If the Simulation Hypothesis, a version of 
the It-From-Bit Hypothesis is true. 

• The objects in our worlds are made of 
computational processes running on a 
computer in the next world up.



Next Meetings

• The Reality Question:

• What is reality?

• Is virtual reality genuine reality?


